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Man-made surfaces have come  
on in leaps and bounds and now 
offer real alternatives to natural 
materials, Paul Hensey MSGD

Friend or  
faux?

When choosing a landscaping surface 
for the garden, natural materials are 
often the first choice but the use of 
man-made alternatives is gaining 

ground. With enhanced technology and ingenious 
design, man-made surfaces are losing their ‘fake’ tag. 
The materials themselves have developed considerably 
in the last 10 years and the inclusion of higher 
proportions of recycled content makes them realistic 
and often superior products to specify.

Man-made wood, resins and stones are more 
prevalent than we might assume, due in part to the 
development not only of new materials but hybrids. 
The use of “natural” products will always dominate 
our external spaces, but if those products are 
improved, enhanced and engineered to perform better 
then they should be given serious consideration.

Plastics
The use of polymers has given improved properties 
to many of the materials we use in gardens, whether 
as an additive to cement and render, in paints or as a 
plastic membrane or grid. Modern polymer resins are 
very versatile and resilient and have proven providence 
from use in contemporary architecture. Trade names 
such as Corian® (by DuPont™) and Hi-Macs® (by LG) 

The Corian Garden  
at RHS Chelsea 
FlowerShow 2008
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are familiar for their use in kitchens; 
however as a material for exterior 
use they are almost unparalleled. Self 
cleaning and mouldable, they are suited 
as much to furniture as to cladding 
walls and are available in a wide range of 
colours and concrete effects. Pedestrian 
areas can be subtly textured to give 
traction and the opportunities for 
organic forms are almost unlimited.

Spanish company OnadisRecicla 
utilises 100% recycled materials (from 
plastic containers with some paper 
and even aluminium) to produce a 
pressed (sintered) board up to 100 x 600 
x 200mm and 5-20mm thick, ideally 
suited for external use as retaining and 
root barriers. The boards might be bent 
to form more organic surfaces and the 
texture and colour can be customised. 
Another popular board for hoarding, 
and showcased at Hampton Court 2011 
in FlemonsWarlandDesign’s World 
Vision garden, is Stokbord® made from 
recycled plastics.

Recycled Rubber
For softer surfaces, especially those around 
swimming pools, Dalsouple produce 
rubberised flooring. The DalLastic tiles 

claim to be soft, warm and comfortable, 
even under bare feet. They comprise 100% 
recycled rubber fibres, bound with UV 
stabilised coloured polyurethane resin in 
natural looking earthy tones. Loose-laid 
with invisible joints, they are self-draining 
and create a pedestrian surface that 
absorbs impact and sound. 

Another use of recycled rubber (car 
tyres with the addition of old PET drink 
bottles) is an alternative to concrete 
pavers made by Terrecon. Terrewalks® 
pavers are pervious, unbreakable, and 
suitable for all climates. The interlocking 
paving tiles meet the SUDS requirements 
for groundwater recharging and they are 
laid as standard paving. According to 
the manufacturer 1 m² of Terrewalks® 
diverts 160kg of waste rubber and plastic 
from landfill, and each 2 m² installation 
saves one tree from removal. 

Alternatives to timber
Granulated materials are an ideal bulking 
agent for resins and a surprisingly low 
amount of resin is required to create a 
new material. Wood, as both powder 
and fibre, has proved an ideal additive 
and man-made decking has made 
significant improvements from those 

original, perfectly uniform, bendy 
planks. Modern timber replacements are 
virtually identical in appearance to real 
wood and available in all common sizes, 
and they should simply be treated like 
wood. It has the advantage, however, 
that it will not weather, although some 
colour degradation must be expected. It 
can also be used in applications where 
timber may be unsuitable or require 
specialist treatments. These materials can 
be drilled, sawn, sanded, jet-washed and 
even bent. As with all materials, natural 
and manufactured, batches may vary, so 
inspect materials before they are used.

The range of fixing methods varies 
between manufacturers; all recommend 
stainless steel fasteners and whilst 
some can be drilled, most benefit from 
having a moulded feature that facilitates 
the use of secret fixings. The span 

“A populAR boARd SHowCASed  
AT HAmpTon CouRT 2011 wAS  
mAde FRom ReCyCled plASTiCS“

clockWise from 
top left Hampton 
Court 2011 world 
Vision Garden  
used Stokbord for  
the boundary;  
realistic driftwood 
decking from 
millboard; recycled 
retaining boards by 
Spanish company 
onadis Recicla
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between joists also varies and will be 
advised by manufacturers. Not all deck 
boards are the same and whilst their 
green credentials might be enticing it 
is worth both obtaining samples and 
seeing a finished deck. It is also worth 
testing different cleaning solutions 
and conducting some simple spillage 
tests (blackcurrant juice is particularly 
stubborn) to ensure that the product will 
perform as required. Millboard, Trex 
and Dura deck are all established market 
manufacturers and all offer guarantees.

An interesting new product is 
Songwood. It is made from 100% 
reclaimed and recycled wood sourced 
as a “by-product” from the furniture 
and pulp manufacturing industries. 
Reclaimed wood strands are sourced, 
cleaned, and sorted by colour. Unlike 
some recycled products, this is a “solid”, 
the material running through the 
entire thickness rather than as a veneer 
(“engineered”) or laminate. Songwood 
even carries “FSC-Recycled” designation.

Dukta is a timber forming system, 
rather than a new formulation of material, 
but it redefines the aesthetic and function 
of wood. Developed by Christian Kuhn 
and Serge Lunin, the method allows 
thick wood panels to be shaped in three 
dimensions using precise, staggered 
incisions to impart near rubbery flexibility. 
Different cutting options expand the 
forms achievable and the method is 
easily applied to various wood products 
such as plywood and fibreboard as well 
as plastics and metals with similar effect.

SouRceS
Paving and decking alternatives
–  www.dalsouple.com            
–  www.duracomposites.com            
–  www.millboarddecking.com                        
–  www.terrecon.com
–  www.timbertechuk.co.uk
–  www.trex.com                                                

Boards and edging
–  www.lasentiu.com  Onadisrecicla
–  www.centriforce.com Stokbord
–  www.etimberr.com Songwood
–  wwwfilcris.co.uk Filcris

 ‘Stone’ and other finishes
–  www.corian.co.uk
–  www.himacs.eu                                    
–  www.ivanka.hu           

Crushed wall                       
–  www.heartlandscornwall.com            
–  www.laddsconcrete.com
–  www.walterjack.co.uk

“noT All deCk boARdS ARe  
THe SAme And iT iS woRTH 
obTAininG SAmpleS“

concrete
Whilst concrete has frequently been used 
to replace or simulate other materials, it 
is itself being simulated and redefined. 

Hungarian company IVANKA has 
produced a system of thin panels with 
a wide range of surfaces from the dead 
smooth to a rough or rustic appearance. 
This “Walled-paper” has all the advantages 
that a high-performance quality concrete 
offers: durability, thermal and sound 
insulation, fire resistance, corrosion 
resistance and waterproofing. It can easily 
be fixed to existing walls of plaster, brick 
or wood. Panels can be custom made to 
show original artwork and graphics can 
be created in the panels to personalise.

As a material, concrete continues to 
evolve; developed by John Harrison 
of TecEco, Eco-Cement is made by 
blending reactive magnesium oxide 
with conventional hydraulic cements. 
Eco-Cement concretes absorb large 
amounts of carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere to harden. As Eco-Cements 
are also chemically benign, large amounts 
of waste materials can be incorporated 
into the concrete mix, without affecting 
the mechanical or aesthetic qualities. 

Crushed Wall, conceived by artist Walter 
Jack and manufactured by Ladds Concrete, 
has given concrete a unique aesthetic. 
The manufacturing process uses rubber 
sheets, crushed to create a mould into 
which concrete is poured. The result of this 
process is a dynamic structure, celebrating 
the use of concrete but redefining our 
perception of modern material. 

above Crushed wall 
is a new way of using 
concrete. right 
dallastic tiles from 
dalsouple are said to 
be soft and warm 
underfoot. beloW 
Vertigrain cedar effect 
decking balcony on 
the isle of lewis
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